SICKNESS KICKS FOOTBALL
SQUAD—FEW AT PRACTICE

With but a small squad reporting on Franklin Field yesterday, Assistant
Coach Keogh conducted a short, spirited drill, many of the football men
being absent through illness. Several serious cases of influenza were con-
firmed among the players, and it was not considered advisable to
begin full practice today. The men will therefore be required to attend,
however, and it is not expected that there will be much more absence
from practice than there has been during the past week. Keogh will
hold the practice on Franklin Field Sunday.

VOLUNTEER WORKERS NEEDED

With the establishing of bootlegs on the campus, the second week of the University League football campaign
will open with a rush. A total subscription of $9,000 was the result of yesterday's
campaigning, and the amount collected must be increased rapidly in order to
reach the $10,000 mark.
The bootlegs, which made their first appearance in this form, have been handled by the women students of the University and
are being handled by the men students in keeping with the spirit of the
campus athletics and the athletic program of the student body.

MANY ENTRIES IN FALL

The part of the fall card-track events
Promising Material Entered in Events

- To be Run Saturday on Frank.

he Field.

With the comparatively careful
handling of the past year's crop, the season will be
expected to be a most successful one. The three
talents and压榨, of candidates have entered in the majority of
the events. Thecandidates are well equipped for a
sharp showing. Crowndray
is expected to win the mile, and there is
very close rivalry in most of the events. Captain
Peach will not be entered in the track events on Saturday, Bache, of Episcopal
Academy, has not set a time of his namesake, but will run in
the high hurdles, last year's Fred Alan has signed to
make a good showing. Crowndray is expected
in the 880 yards, and there is a good entry in the 220 yard dash.
Winfield's record of 20.4 in the 220 yard dash will
and the remainder at 3 P. M. All
compent orders will hereafter be
transferred as a whole into the S. A. T. C. Order- to this effect are ex-
cept of care will be on the first floor of Carruth
room assignment of-

CAMPUS LIBERTY LOAN

ONE-THIRD SUBSCRIBED

Good Features Spectacular Opening of Second Week of University Loan Campagne.

A. H. HOPES TO SELL 4,000 FOOTBALL SEASON TICKETS

The Athletic Association is now bringing a big campaign for the sale of the football season tickets. The various
teams are being assigned to different areas, and notices will be placed in prominent spots on the campus,
and the recruiting posters will be distributed in all the dormitories.
The tickets, which made their first appearance in this form, have been handled by the women students of the University
and are being handled by the men students in keeping with the spirit of the
campus athletics and the athletic program of the student body.

Y. M. C. A. PLANS NEW WAR WORK FOR S. A. T. C. MEN

Amusement, Educational and Religious
Features Arranged for Students

Zelosophic Society holds a lecture on "Comparison with the
present day." The topic will be discussed by Professor
McKenzie. Director of Physical Education, who will
secure it at cost. A soun kitchen Is
proper nourishment at home.

MUSEUM HOLDINGS GAP.

New Being Used as Hospital and Dae
for "Flu" Victims.

There have been several new 
items added to the University Museum,
and the collection of mineralogical and geological speci-
mens is now an approved exhibit. The bulletin is in the
process of being written and the exhibits will be

SETTLEMENT HOUSE GIVES AID

Irving will be seen at the. Hospital on
the evening of Tuseday. There is a large demand for the
works, and the collection is in progress. The
graphic works, "The House of the Settlement House," will be
available in the near future.

Unveiling Will Take Place Tomorrow at 26th and Master Streets.

An Athletic Recreation Center at
26th Street and Master Street will be
the scene of the unveiling of a water fountain. The fountain, designed
by Dr. Main, Director of Physical Education, will be unveiled at 8 o'clock
on the evening of Tuseday. The fountain is dedicated to the mem-
ory of Mrs. Oveta Culp Hobby, who was deeply interested in social settlement
work and will be expected, as Madame Shuman Heilbruck and many other noted stars have
been. The fountain is also a worthy cause. Besides entertainment, educational,
and religious activities, a social settlement will be in charge.

KNEZENDES FOUNDATION.

Housing for Settlement House.

New Being Used as Hospital and Da-

for "Flu" Victims.

There have been several new in-
ventions added to the University
Museum. The decorations have now been
completed and the exhibits will be ready for

In the present epidemic the
amount of work has been increased, and it is
secured at a cost. A shower bath is now also being
provided, and the work is being conducted in
a most satisfactory manner.

Because of the present epidemic the
 amount of work has been increased, and it is
secured at a cost. A shower bath is now also being
provided, and the work is being conducted in
a most satisfactory manner.
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The University has not been keeping pace with the times, and that it is not its usual form as it used to be.

The second point would also note the change in the site and personnel of the teaching staff, but he would keep beyond this fact for the cause. The third point would discover which of us are so proud of. He would learn that the force of the Medical School has been almost completely transferred from the University for service in the medical division of the army; that many of the medical staff now hold high commissions; that some of our veteran lecturers hold positions of trust and responsibility in the executive branch of our government; that heads of departments of many of our colleges have left the University and have already filed applications for duty in Naval Aviation; and that heads of departments of the Executive Branch of the University are largely known for their service in the Medical division of the army.

In ordinary times their value in the University would be increased by many small things which might escape observation; in the present time the value of their services is changed the SAT-C. 
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CAMPUS STILL FREE FROM
EPIDEMIC OF INFLUENZA

Emergency Hospital in Delta Phi House Only Contains Three-four
Cases—None Serious.

Third-four sufferers from influenza are undergoing treatment for the dis-
ease at the Delta Phi fraternity house, 3637 Locust street, at the present time.
Three patients were admitted yesterday, three were discharged. The men con-
fined in this fraternity house, which has been converted into a tempo-
rary hospital, are being treated by a staff of doctors and apprentices medi-
cal students from the University Medical
School. None of the present cases are serious.

Although quite a few medical stu-
dents are doing the work on the campus, very few are engaged in
the work in other parts of the city.

This is not the fault of the men, who have, in almost every instance, ex-
presed a willingness to help, but they are prevented from doing so by their
membership in the Medical Entitled
Reserve Corps. As enlisted men in the
Army, they can abandon their studies
and are confined in the Student's Ward, al-
though it was reported that they have been released.

Quite a few of the interested stu-
dents who have been helping attend
patients in the University Hospital
have fallen victims to the disease and
are confined in the Student's Ward. All
the men who are in the Delta Phi
house are students in the undergra-
duate departments. Their names are as
follows: P. M. Affe, Philip Allen,
William J. Armstrong, F. G. Arnold,
C. C. Basso, A. A. Babish, G. Bornes,
H. A. Callin, K. D. Crawford, L. C
Harris, P. E. Evans, H. Persell, Fred-
erick Hatch, J. K. Holloway, W. A.
Houston, Wight B. Howe, J. B. Jaeger,
D. R. Kloss, J. S. Knapp, A. P. Knight,
Winter Knopf, D. V. Laws, R. Law,
M. H. Oldfanger, M. W. Perry, R. F.
Piezon, T. Purse, John Schurard, Ralph
F. Sproule, R. E. Stafford, George Tron-
pold, J. W. Wetton, H. E. Wessman, Oscar
Williams.

CANCEL MESOPOTAMIAN TALK.

MUSEUM LECTURE SEASON OPENING Pui
OFF UNTIL OCTOBER 19.

It is now definitely known that the
lecture on the Mesopotamian cam-
paign, by Lieutenant-Colonel Wardlaw
Mills, which was to have opened the fall season at the University Mu-
seum Saturday, has been cancelled.
The course will begin instead with the
lecture on "The Checkerboard of Eu-
rope." by Sir John Foster Eraser,
which is scheduled for Saturday, Oc-
tober 18.

De Freeman's lecture last year was
one of the most successful of the year.
The course this year he will endeavor to give the effect of the
war in Europe. He has been on the
various fronts and with the allied forces,
and is qualified to speak with author-
ity on his subject. The course for
this year contains quite a number of
other lectures on war subjects.

"Bob" Winlow Leaves M. I. T.
Robert Winlow, '19, Wh, a former
"Varsity oarsman, has just been grad-
uated from the Naval Aviation School
at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. He will be sent to a
Naval flying school in Florida.
In ad-
dition to being an oarsman, Winlow
was active in class affairs and is a mem-
ber of the Phi Delta Theta fraternity.

Many Law Students in Service.

An unusual record has been estab-
lised by the University Law School.
Eighty-four per cent of its recent stu-
dents and graduates are now officers in
the Army or Navy. Records of the
seventy-nine men whose records were
fitted this summer have received their
commissions.

Mathewson Reaches France.

Christopher Mathewson, manager of
the Cincinatti National League base
ball team, and former star pitcher for
the New York Giants, has entered ser-
vice in France. Mathewson is a captain
in the Gas Force branch of the Chemi-
ical Warfare Corps.
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Buy Liberty Bonds!

Campus Campaign Committee

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE PENNSYLVANIAN TODAY!
DRIVE for SUBSCRIPTIONS NOW ON
Subscribe and keep in touch with your University
THE PENNSYLVANIAN
is the Official Paper of the S. A. T. C. and Naval Unit
Subscribe!! Subscribe!! Subscribe!!

In my flight from state to state
I find Murad everywhere!
WHY?

DR. FISHER TO WORK IN EAST.

Dr. Clarence B. Fisher, curator of the Egyptian section of the University
Museum, has accepted a position at the University of Pennsylvania to
Curate a complete collection of Egyptian antiquities. Dr. Fisher will arrive
in Philadelphia at the end of the month and will take charge of the
museum's Egyptian department.

For the Better Kind of Tailoring

MANUELL'S LUNCH ROOM
Closed Until Further Notice
All Commutation Books Will Be Redeemed

White House Cafe

Eating Headquarters

U. of F. Students

NAVAL MEN: ATTENTION:
Uniforms for

OFFICERS AND BLUEJACKETS
Tailored, to Your Measure.

Maurice A. Rathbun
Naval Tailor
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